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a b s t r a c t

The high strain rate (600 s�1) compression deformation of a 316 L metallic hollow sphere (MHS) structure
(density: 500 kg m�3; average outer hollow sphere diameter: 2 mm and wall thickness: 45 mm) was
determined both numerically and experimentally. The experimental compressive stress–strain behavior
at high strain rates until about large strains was obtained with multiple reloading tests using a large-
diameter compression type aluminum Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) test apparatus. The multiple
reloading of MHS samples in SHPB was analyzed with a 3D finite element model using the commercial
explicit finite element code LS-DYNA. The tested MHS samples showed increased crushing stress values,
when the strain rate increased from quasi-static (0.8� 10�4 s�1) to high strain rate (600 s�1).
Experimentally and numerically deformed sections of MHS samples tested showed very similar crushing
characteristics; plastic hinge formation, the indentation of the spheres at the contact regions and sphere
wall buckling at intermediate strains. The extent of micro-inertial effects was further predicted with the
strain rate insensitive cell wall material model and with the strain rate sensitive behavior of MHS
structure similar to that of the cell wall material. Based on the predictions, the strain rate sensitivity of the
studied 316 L MHS sample was attributed to the strain rate sensitivity of the cell wall material and the
micro-inertia.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Metal foams are known to be light-weight structures, which
absorb relatively high amount of deformation energies under
dynamic loading conditions. Since, the energy absorption occurs
nearly at a constant stress until about large crushing strains, metal
foams have the capabilities of impact energy absorption at very
high efficiencies. However, the processing routes of metal foams
result in unavoidable variations in cell size, cell wall thickness and
the formation of imperfections including curved and missing cell
walls and nodes on the cell edges. These lead to high reductions in
load carrying capacities [1] and large variability in measured
mechanical properties [2]. Metallic hollow sphere (MHS) structures
are however characterized with their regular cellular structures;
hence, show relatively small variations in stress–strain behavior.
This potentially makes MHS structures suitable for the applications
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in which the metal foams are used, including light-weight filler for
the columnar structures and core materials in sandwich panels.

The experimental quasi-static compression mechanical
behavior of MHS structures were previously investigated [3–5].
Few studies were also on the dynamical behavior [6,7] and on the
modeling of the mechanical properties [8–10]. Previous numerical
models performed to predict the mechanical behavior of MHS
structures were mostly based on the unit cell approximation which
accounted merely the individual hollow sphere deformation [6,8–10].
To the authors’ knowledge, there has not been any study on the
numerical modeling of whole MHS structure in Split Hopkinson
Pressure Bar (SHPB) high strain rate testing. The testing of
metallic cellular structures in a conventional SHPB set-up for the
determination of the high strain rate mechanical response at
increasing strain values is also problematic in a single shot test
due to the lower final strains attained. To increase the final strain
values in a single SHPB test, very long bars and small thickness
of the test sample and diameter should be used. Alternatively,
the stress values of cellular materials at relatively large strains
can be obtained by applying reloading test in a single SHPB
testing. In this study, a 316 L stainless steel MHS structure was
tested through SHPB multiple reloading experiments to reach
relatively large strains. The multiple loading was modeled on
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a MHS specimen comprising the similar number of hollow
spheres as with experiments. The model assumed perfect cubic
packing of the spheres and allowed to analyze the effect of strain
rate sensitivity of the cell wall material and micro-inertia on the
high strain rate deformation of MHS structures.
Fig. 2. SEM picture of hollow spheres and the geometrical parameters.
2. Materials and testing

As-received sintered 316 L stainless steel metallic hollow sphere
(MHS) cylindrical compression test specimens were produced by
Fraunhofer Resource Center. Test specimens, 20 mm in diameter
and 20 mm in height (Fig. 1(a) and (b)), were cut into the final
geometry using an electrical discharge machine by the producer.
The processing details of the random MHS structures are given in
ref. [3]. The processing route simply consists of coating of Styro-
foam spheres (used as core) with 316 L powder in a fluidized bed
using a binder solution, shaping the green spheres in a die and
finally sintering the shaped green hollow spheres at a high
temperature. The density of as-received MHS specimens was
500 kg m�3, corresponding to a relative density of 7.24% (density of
stainless steel was taken 6900 kg m�3 [3]). The shaping of the green
spheres to form MHS structure unavoidably resulted in the
formation of flat contact regions between the spheres as depicted
in Fig. 2. The geometrical parameters for the studied MHS structure
shown in Fig. 2 are the outer diameter (D) and the thickness (t) of
the spheres and the bonding angle (q) between spheres. These
parameters for the studied MHS structure were determined
through the measurements (at least 20 measurements) performed
on the scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures. The average
outer diameter and the thickness of the spheres and the bonding
angle were found 2 mm, 45 mm and 20

�
, respectively.

Quasi-static compression tests were conducted using
a displacement controlled Shimadzu AG-I universal tension-
compression test machine at a cross-head speed of 0.1 mm min�1

corresponding to a nominal strain rate of w0.8� 10�4 s�1. High
strain rate tests (550–650 s�1) were performed using a compres-
sion type SHPB. The used SHPB apparatus comprises three
40.05 mm diameter-aluminum bars (7075-T6 Al): a striker bar
600 mm in length, an incident bar and a transmitter bar 1550 mm
in length. The modulus and density of the bar material are 70 GPa
and 2700 kg m�3, respectively. With the use of equal length inci-
dent and transmitter bars, the same specimen was deformed
repeatedly in a single SHPB test. The loading of the specimens
Fig. 1. Cylindrical MHS test samp
during SHPB tests was captured at a frame rate of 5000 fps using
a Fast-Cam high speed video camera. The specimens deformed
until about a certain strain for the microscopic studies were
recovered by placing large diameter ring-shaped steel collars of
different lengths to restrict the axial strain in the specimen, similar
to the method used in [11]. The collars were loose-fitted and
imposed no radial constraint to MHS samples.

The strain rate (_3), strain (3) and stress (s) in the specimen in
SHPB testing are calculated using the following equations based on
one-dimensional wave propagation in long bars:

_3ðtÞ ¼ �2Cb

Ls
3rðtÞ (1)

3ðtÞ ¼ �2Cb

Ls

Zt

0

3rðtÞdt (2)

sðtÞ ¼ EbAb

As
3tðtÞ (3)

where, Cb is the elastic wave velocity of the bar, Ls is the sample
length, Eb is the modulus of the bar material and As and Ab are the
le; (a) top and (b) side view.
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sample and bar cross-sectional areas respectively. 3r and 3t are the
reflected and transmitted strains measured from strain gages on
the bar, respectively. At least three compression tests were
performed at quasi-static and high strain rate tests.

3. Modeling

A 3D finite element model of SHPB was used to investigate the
dynamic deformation behavior and the stress state of the MHS
structures (Fig. 3(a) and (b)). The analyses were performed using
the commercial explicit finite element code LS-DYNA 971 [12]. For
each test modeled, the force and, hence, the stress values were
calculated at several locations within the sample, including the
sample front and back surfaces, as well as at the location of the
strain gages on the incident and transmitter bars of the SHPB
apparatus. The model has four components in contact; a striker bar
of length 600 mm, an incident bar and a transmission bar each of
length 1550 mm and the specimen of length and diameter of
Fig. 3. SHPB test numerical model: (a) model wit
20 mm. An initial velocity of 12.5 m s�1, the same as SHPB experi-
ments, was assigned to the striker bar. Since two axes of symmetry
were assumed in the model, only one-quarter of the bar was
modeled (Fig. 3(b)). The components of SHPB set-up were modeled
with eight-node solid elements.

A total of 75 elements were used in the model for the cross-
section, which provided 10 elements across the radius of the bars
and a total of 400 elements were used along the length of the bar.
Mesh biasing along the bar axis was applied to refine the meshes at
the contact interfaces. Initially, the simple cubic unit cell of the MHS
structure was meshed with 480, 640 and 1120 shell elements and
placed between moving top and fixed bottom rigid walls. The unit
cell was loaded with a velocity controlled rigid wall and the load-
displacement curves have shown that 640 shell elements was able
to give converged solutions within a reasonable amount of time.
The numerical model therefore included 162,642 shell elements
(640 elements for each sphere) for the specimen and 65,550 solid
elements for the striker, incident and transmitter bars. The MHS
h bars and (b) MHS model between the bars.
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structure was modeled using Belytschko–Tsay shell element with
five integration points through the thickness. For time step calcu-
lation, the automatic time step calculation option was chosen. In
this option LS-DYNA determines the initial time step size. During
the solution, LS-DYNA loops through the elements and determines
a new step size by taking the minimum value over all elements.
Individual spheres were assumed as perfectly bonded (tied) at the
flat contact surfaces. Symmetry boundary conditions were
employed in the numerical model of MHS structure. For x–z plane,
the translation of the nodes along y direction and the rotations of
the nodes along x and z directions were not allowed (Fig. 3). For x–y
plane, the translation of the nodes along x direction and the rota-
tions of the nodes along y and z directions were not allowed. In
addition, there were two symmetry planes defined on x–z and y–z
planes in order to prevent the non-physical motion of the inner
nodes that were not on the planes but close during the course of the
deformation. For the MHS structure, including the spheres and the
contacting faces of the bars, an automatic single surface contact
was adopted to account for the contact between the individual
spheres and the contact between whole sphere structure and the
bar surfaces. Individual spheres were assumed as perfectly bonded
at the flat contact surfaces.
Fig. 4. (a) The cubic packing of hollow spheres, showing the cont
Force equilibrium in the specimen was further checked
numerically using a dimensionless number, R, given as [13],

R ¼ 2ðF1 � F2Þ
ðF1 þ F2Þ

(4)

where, F1 and F2 are the forces between specimen-incident and
specimen-transmitter bar interfaces, respectively. Further details of
the SHPB modeling procedure is found elsewhere [14].

The relative density of sintered MHS structure without bonding
agent between spheres is given as [10],

r*

r
¼ PF �

�
3
�

t
R

�
� 3

�
t
R

�2

þ
�

t
R

�3�
(5)

where, r* and r are the density of MHS sample and the wall
material, respectively, PF is the sphere packing factor; being 0.52,
0.68 and 0.74 for the simple, body-centered and face-centered
cubic packing, respectively, and R is the outer radius of the hollow
sphere. Using the typical values for the studied MHS sample
(r¼ 500 kg m�3 , t¼ 45 mm and R¼ 1 mm) in Eq. (5), the density of
MHS are calculated 463, 605 and 659 kg m�3 for simple, body-
centered and face-centered cubic packing geometries, respectively.
act points and (b) a flat contact region between two spheres.



Table 1
Material properties used in finite element model.

Material Modulus of
Elasticity
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Density
(kg m�3)

Yield stress
(MPa)

C (s�1) p

Aluminum 70 0.3 2700 – –
316 L 115 0.3 6950 255 429 4.08
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Since the density of the studied MHS structure (500 kg m�3) was
found similar to the density of the simple cubic packing, a simple
cubic packing of spheres was assumed in the model. Simple cubic
packing structure has a coordination number of 6; hence, each
hollow sphere has 6-contact points with adjacent spheres. Fig. 4(a)
and (b) show the contact points between the spheres in the model
and a contact region between two spheres, respectively. A finer
meshing is adapted to the contact points of the spheres as depicted
in Fig. 4(a). The bonding between the spheres is also assumed to be
flat with a bonding angle of 20� (Fig. 4(b)), the same with the MHS
structure tested.

The aluminum bars of SHPB were modeled with an isotropic
elastic material model. The cell wall material of MHS structure was
modeled with *MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC (material 3) material
model. In this model, the constitutive behavior of the 316 L stainless
steel was described with a linear-elastic/perfectly-plastic material
model with von Mises yield criteria. The strain rate sensitivity of
316 L stainless steel was accounted by adding Cowper–Symonds
term to the constitutive relation as,

s*

s
¼ 1þ

�
_3

C

�1
p

(6)

where, s* is the stress at a strain rate of _3, s is the stress at the
reference strain rate and C and p are the material constants. The
material model parameters of aluminum bars and the cell wall
material used in the modeling of MHS structure are tabulated in
Table 1. The strain rate parameters of 316 L stainless steel, C and p
were taken as 429 s�1 and 4.08 [15], respectively, and the other
material model parameters were taken from ref [6].
Fig. 5. Typical quasi-static stress–strain curves of MHS samples.
4. Results

Fig. 5 shows typical engineering stress–strain curve of MHS
samples tested quasi-statically. As with other cellular structures
such as aluminum closed-cell foams, MHS structures show char-
acteristic compressive stress–strain curves, comprising three
distinct deformation regions: linear elastic, collapse and densifi-
cation regions as marked with 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 5. In the inset of
Fig. 5, the deformed sections of a tested MHS sample are shown at
various strain levels. Fig. 6(a) and (b) further show high strain rate
experimental and numerical deformed sections of MHS samples at
various strains, respectively. In the linear elastic region, the
deformation is presumably controlled by the sphere wall bending
and/or stretching. The elastic region is followed by a collapse
region occurring as noted previously [16] by the plastic hinge
formation and the indentation of the spheres at the contact
regions (collapse region) (Fig. 7(a)). In addition to sphere inden-
tation, the sphere cell wall buckling in between adjacent spheres
at the intermediate strain levels (Fig. 7(b)) is observed in the
collapse region. The collapse region is generally characterized by
a collapse stress (s*). The collapse stress (2.12 MPa) was deter-
mined as the intersection of the stress axis to a linear line fitted to
the collapse region, similar to the method used in [3]. The sphere
deformation proceeds until about the flattening of the spheres in
a direction normal to the compression loading axis at relatively
large strains. The densification strain, 3d, (0.71) is taken as the
intersection of the tangents to the stress plateau regime and
densification regime [17,18] as shown in Fig. 5. In the densification
region the flattened cell walls are compressed all together
(Fig. 7(c)), resulting in a sharp increase in the stress values (region
3 of Fig. 5). The deformation mechanisms explained above was
determined to be the same for both quasi-statically and dynami-
cally tested specimens, showing a very much similar deformation
mechanisms for the MHS specimens tested within the studied
strain rate regime.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the experimental and numerical incident,
reflected and transmitted stresses as function of time in a multiple
loaded MHS specimen in SHPB. The MHS specimen is repeatedly
loaded with compressive waves returning from the free end of the
incident bar as shown by the consecutive numbers in Fig. 8(a) and
(b). The stress values shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) are very similar,
showing the capabilities of the used model to predict the reloading
behavior of the MHS specimens in SHPB. The pictures of
a deforming MHS specimen between incident and transmitter bars
of aluminum SHPB are shown in Fig. 9 at various strain levels. The
repeated loading of the MHS specimen is clearly seen in Fig. 9 as the
specimen remains between the bars until about relatively large
strains. It was also found that the strains measured from the camera
recording, simply by measuring the specimen length, and the
calculated strains from the SHPB test were very close, varying only
about 2–5% from each other. The average strain rate in multiple
loading slightly decreased as the number of reloading increased
and was found 650 s�1 (average) for the first loading and 550 s�1

(average) for the sixth reloading. Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the vari-
ation of R value with strain in a SHPB multiple loading test and the
numerical and experimental stress–strains curves of dynamically
and quasi-statically tested samples, respectively. The value of
R varies greatly at the beginning of each reloading and the variation
decreases as MHS repeatedly reloaded between the bars. Never-
theless, except the first and the second loadings, the variation of
R values decreases and R values approache zero, showing the
attainment of the stress equilibrium between specimen bar inter-
faces. The model and experimental high strain rate stress values of
the tested MHS specimens are also very similar as depicted in
Fig. 10(b). The elements chosen for the numerical stress values were



Fig. 6. Dynamically deformed cross-sections of MHS specimens; (a) experimental and (b) model (only one-quarter is shown).
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approximately at the same position with the strain gages on the
incident and transmitter bars. The MHS structure tested within the
studied strain rates further shows a strain rate sensitive collapse
stress behavior. The rate sensitivity is also a function of deforma-
tion, as the strain increases the rate sensitivity increases as seen in
Fig. 10(b).
5. Discussion

The collapse stresses of MHS structures with densities of
300 kg m�3 (2 mm spheres) and 600 kg m�3 (4 mm spheres) were
reported 1.49 and 3.93 MPa, respectively [4]. The measured
collapse stress value, 2.12 MPa, for the tested MHS structure with
a density of 500 kg m�3 is therefore well accord with these values.
The effect of strain rate on the collapse behavior of the cellular
materials was also previously investigated. Deshpande and Fleck
[19] found strain rate insensitive plateau stresses for Alulight
closed-cell and Duocell open-cell Al foams up to 5000 s�1. Similar
strain rate insensitive plateau stresses were also reported for Alu-
light closed-cell Al-Si [20] and 6061-Al foams [21]. On the other
hand; Mukai et al. [22,23] and Paul and Ramanmurty [18] found an
apparent strain sensitive plateau stresses of Alporas Al closed-cell
foams. The high strain rate and quasi-static compression testing of
MHS structures have shown 55–59% increase in crushing strength
when the strain rate increased from quasi-static (4�10�4 s�1) to
high strain rates (840 s�1) [7]. The strain rate sensitivity was also
found to increase with increasing strain in the same study. In an
another study, the experimental quasi-static curves of a steel MHS
structure was compared with numerical high strain rate compres-
sion stress–strain curves (50–1000 s�1) [24]. It was shown an
increased strain rate sensitivity with increasing strain and the
increased strain rate sensitivity became particularly important after
an initial strain of 0.2. The experimentally measured strain rate
sensitivity (m) of the tested MHS specimens was calculated
between quasi-static (0.8� 10�4 s�1) and high strain rate (600 s�1)
at 0.2 and 0.3 strains using the following relation;

m ¼
lnsH

sS

ln_3H
_3S

(7)

where, H and S stand for the high and quasi-static strain rates,
respectively. The strain rate sensitivities of the tested MHS struc-
ture were calculated using Eq. (7) and found 0.0167 at 0.2 strain and
0.023 at 0.3 strain. The strain rate sensitivities calculated are
however lower than the rate sensitivities calculated for a partial
MHS structure (spheres bonded with epoxy), 0.04 [24]. The
discrepancy may arise from the epoxy bonding layer used to bond
the hollow spheres.

The strain rate sensitive crushing stresses of cellular materials
may be attributed to the strain rate sensitivity of the material from
which the cellular structure is made, the micro-inertial effects,



Fig. 7. The deformation mechanism of hollow spheres: (a) plastic hinges and inden-
tation (strain¼ 0.25), (b) buckling (strain¼ 0.40) and (c) flattened spheres in the
densification region (strain¼ 0.75).

Fig. 8. Variation of incident, reflected and transmitted stresses with time in multiple
SHPB loading with a striker bar velocity of 12.5 m s�1: (a) experimental and (b)
numerical.
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shock wave propagation and the compressed air pressure within
the cells [7]. Calculations for adiabatic compression have shown
that the compressed air pressure in dynamic loading contributed
less than 1.5% of the quasi-static static strength of closed-cell
aluminum foams [19]. The calculation used in [19] was repeated for
the tested MHS structure with a densification strain of 0.71. Similar
contribution of the compressed air was found for the tested MHS
structure. At increasing deformation velocities, excess of 50 m s�1,
shock wave propagation was shown to have a significant contri-
bution to the strength of the cellular metallic structures [25]. In
SHPB testing, the deformation velocities; however, range between
5 and 10 m s�1; therefore, the shock wave propagation enhance-
ment is usually ignored within the strain rate regime of the SHPB
testing. Micro-inertial effects arise due to lateral inertia which
results in increase of the buckling loads at increasing strain rates
[26]. The columnar structures are mainly classified in two groups
depending on their response to micro-inertia: Type I and Type II
structures [26–28]. Type I structures are characterized with a flat-
topped quasi-static stress–strain curves (the stress–strain curve is
flat after yielding), showing limited or no strength enhancement at



Fig. 9. High speed camera captures of a deforming MHS specimen in SHPB at various strain levels.
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increasing deformation velocities. Type II structures are charac-
terized with a strong softening after yielding at quasi-static strain
rates and the lateral inertia forces lead to increased bending forces
at increasing deformation velocities. The increased deformation
forces at increasing strain rates in the compression of aluminum
honeycomb structures through out of plane [7], metallic columnar
structures [29], aluminum foams [7,18,30,31] and balsa wood in the
axial direction [25,32] were reported to result from the micro-
inertial effects.

The contribution of strain rate sensitivity of 316 L stainless steel
to the strength enhancement of MHS structure tested at increasing
strain rates cannot be ignored. The yield strength was shown
almost doubled; the stress increased from about 250 MPa at
1�10�3 s�1 to 500 MPa at 2500 s�1 [33]. Eq. (6) gives also the
similar yield strength values; 260 MPa at 0.8� 10�4 s�1 and
531 MPa at 600 s�1. The collapse strength of perfect simple cubic
packed MHS structure is given as [9],

s* ¼ 0:65sys

�
r*

rs

�1:36

(8)

where, s* and sys are the collapse stress of MHS structure and the
yield strength of the cell wall material respectively. Inserting
typical values for the studies of MHS structure (sys¼ 260 MPa) into
Eq. (8) gives a quasi-static collapse stress of 4.76 MPa, which is at
least two times greater than the measured crushing strength. Eq. (8)
however assumes a perfect simple cubic packing and excludes the
stress degradation resulting from the imperfections such as flat
contact regions, porosities on the cell walls, indentation of the
spheres and etc. Nevertheless, Eq. (8) predicts a dynamic collapse
stress which is two times greater than quasi-static collapse stress,
proving a significant contribution of strain rate sensitivity of the
cell wall material to the dynamic collapse strength of MHS struc-
ture. In order to determine the micro-inertial effects on the high
strain rate collapse behavior of the studied MHS structure, the
strain rate insensitive material model (quasi-static strength) of 316
L is used to model high strain rate deformation in SHPB. The same
experimental striker bar velocity and the geometrical parameters
of MHS structure are used in the model. Since the hollow spheres
are individually modeled, the micro-inertial effects are automati-
cally taken into account during deformation. The numerical stress–
strain behavior of MHS structure at high strain rate with strain rate
insensitive cell wall material model is shown in Fig. 11 with that of
strain rate sensitive cell material model. The predicted quasi-static
stress–strain curve is also shown in Fig. 11. The rate sensitivity of
cellular structure was reported to be comparable with that of the
cell wall material [34]. The quasi-static curve is therefore predicted
by dividing the high strain rate model stress values by the yield
strength ratio of dynamic and quasi-static strain rate of cell wall
material based on Eq. (8) as,

sS ¼
sD
sdys
ssys

(9)

where, sS, sD , sdys and ssys are the quasi-static and dynamic
crushing strength of the MHS structure and dynamic and quasi-
static yield strength of the cell wall material, respectively. The ratio
of dynamic and quasi-static yield strength of the studied cell wall
material was 2.04 between the studied quasi-static and high strain
rate. The difference between the stress values of strain rate insen-
sitive high strain rate deformation and the predicted quasi-static
stress values is expected to give the stress value increase arising
from the micro-inertial effect as shown in Fig. 11. The contribution
of the inertial effects to the stress enhancement at high strain rate is



Fig. 10. (a) The variation of R value with strain in SHPB testing and (b) the comparison
of numerical and experimental stress–strain curves.

Fig. 11. Quasi-static and the predicted high strain rate stress–strain curves of MHS
specimen.
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calculated to be 35 and 26% at strain of 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. The
increase in the quasi-static stress values due to micro inertia is also
predicted 36 and 27% within the studied strain rate limits at 0.4 and
0.6 strain, respectively. The predicted quasi-static stress values in
Fig. 11 are however noted to be lower than experimental stress
values at strain values lower than 0.4. Above 0.4 strain the pre-
dicted stress values are higher than experimental stress values. The
differences are partly due to the large variations of R values at lower
strains in SHPB testing and a perfectly plastic material model and
perfect packing of spheres used for the MHS structure modeling in
SHPB testing. The effects of cell wall material model and random
packing of spheres on the crushing behavior of MHS structure
tested will be analyzed further in a separate study.

The results of modeling efforts of the present study showed that
the inertial effects in the testing of MHS structures at increasing
strain rates may be significant. It was previously shown that the
connection parts which was simulated by a rigid cap, transformed
1D balls from Type I to Type II structure [35]. The connection parts
resulted in deformation localization in a single ball, leading the
force increase until about a critical value after which the next ball
started to deform. This deformation mode is very similar to the
deformation behavior of ductile closed-cell aluminum foams in
which the deformation in the form of cell wall buckling localizes at
a certain region and proceeds to the undeformed sections of the
foam sample as the strain increases, resulting in a plateau stress
slightly increasing with strain in the collapse region.

6. Conclusions

The high strain rate (600 s�1) compression behavior of a 316 L
MHS structure with a density of 500 kg m�3, an average outer
hollow sphere diameter of 2 mm and a wall thickness of 45 mm was
investigated both numerically and experimentally. The experi-
mental stress–strain curves at a high strain rate (600 s�1) until
about densification strains were obtained through multiple
reloading tests using a large diameter compression type aluminum
SHPB. For comparison, samples were also compression tested at
a quasi-static strain rate (0.8� 10�4 s�1). The multiple reloading of
MHS sample in SHPB was analyzed with a 3D finite element model
using the commercial explicit finite element code LS-DYNA. Two
materials models were used in the model; the strain rate sensitive
and the strain rate insensitive cell wall material model. Results have
shown that crushing strength of the tested MHS samples increase
with increasing strain rate and strain. Quasi-statically and
dynamically deformed MHS samples showed similar deformation
characteristics, plastic hinge formation and the indentation of the
spheres at the contact regions at relatively low strains and the
sphere wall buckling at increasing strains. Assuming the rate
sensitivity of MHS structure was similar to that of the cell wall
material and modeling MHS structure SHPB testing with a rate
insensitive cell wall material, the extend of micro-inertial effects
was predicted. Based on the predictions, the strain rate sensitivity
of the studied 316 L MHS structure was attributed to the strain rate
sensitivity of the cell wall material and the micro-inertial effects.
Within the studied strain rate limits, the contribution of the cell
wall material rate sensitivity to the increased stress values at high
strain rate was found to be higher than that of inertial effects for
316 L MHS structure investigated.
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